
Databases/Encryption

MongoDB | Mongoose | PostgreSQL | SQL | JWT

Organizational Tools

Trello | Whimsical | Markdown | Slack | Zoom

Projects

Amanda
Karczewski

Software Engineer
(224)-217-8935
karczewskiamanda@gmail.com
github.com/ajkarczewski
linkedin.com/in/amanda-karczewski

An engineer with a passion

for problem solving. As a

former teacher and customer

service worker, I thrive in

purpose-driven, collaborative

environments. My proven

ability to learn quickly and

step into multiple roles

makes me an excellent

addition to your team.

Education

2018

2022

• DePaul University

B.A. Art, Media & Design

• General Assembly

Software Engineering

Immersive

Skills

REthread     

Python | Flask | PostgreSQL

• Developed a responsive, full CRUD app

that allows users to track their thrift store

shopping lists

• Stored user inputs as database

information through

PostgreSQL 

• Utilized JWT to secure user email and

password information

Shakn     

JS | React | Express.js | Node.js

Group Project

• Collaborated with teammates to create a

MERN stack CRUD application that allows

bartenders to share cocktail recipes

• Acted as Scrum Master and lead the

Agile processes in order to ensure timely

completion of tasks

EventBuddy    

JS | Node.js | Express.js | MongoDB | EJS

• Built a wellness application that helps

users track their moods and tasks

• Utilized the MEN stack to allow full CRUD

capabilities for users

• Accomplished user authentication and

secured login information via Google OAuth

Languages

Javascript | CSS/SASS | HTML | Python

Libraries and Frameworks

React | Node.js | Express.js | Flask | 

Bootstrap | JQuery | EJS | TailwindCSS

Other

Responsive Web Design | RESTful APIs | Git/Github | Heroku

Netlify | Postman | MVC Pattern | CRUD Operations | Agile/Scrum



Work Experience

Followed established procedures and curriculum to improve student learning proficiency, and address deficiencies

Learned and expertly utilized multiple technologies to monitor and measure engagement and performance for students

across disciplines and age levels by analyzing data

Utilized student performance data for effective classroom management and communications

Provided constructive feedback to students with sensitivity and diplomacy to empower them to make smart changes to

their study strategies and classroom conduct

Ensured student engagement and safety by collaborating with classroom support staff to monitor day-to-day student

progress and behaviors

Chicago Public Schools - Substitute Teacher 

Chicago, IL SEPTEMBER 2019 - Present

Mastered salon booking software to ensure accurate client data and efficient appointment booking operations

Trained and mentored incoming employees according to procedure in order to guarantee consistency across staff

knowledge and performance

Maintained high-levels of cleanliness at all times in accordance with state health and safety guidelines by following

detailed and rigorous sanitation protocol

Twisted Scissors Salon - Front Desk Coordinator 

Chicago, IL October 2014 - April 2019


